
Basic DVD Package 

 6 hours of coverage on the event day.

 2nd photographer/assistant for full day.

 DVD of approx. 500 color-corrected and cropped images

(approx. 30-40 hours of post-production).

 Online gallery with customized link to share photos with

friends and family.

 Facebook posts to tag yourself and friends in.

 Archiving - I will back up all of your images in case you ever want reprints, an album, or lose your DVD/prints.

Premium Album Package 

 7 hours of coverage on the event day.

 2nd photographer/assistant for full day.

 Custom album with fully edited photographs and custom design.

 Online gallery with customized link to share photos with friends and family.

 Facebook posts to tag yourself and friends in.

 Online previewing of album layouts.

 Archiving.

All of the Above (and More!) Package 

 8 hours of coverage on the event day.

 2nd photographer/assistant for full day.

 Photobooth during cocktail hour and first two hours of the reception.

 Custom album with fully edited photographs and custom design.

 Online gallery with customized link to share photos with friends and family.

 Facebook posts to tag yourself and friends in.

 Online previewing of album layouts.

 DVD of approx. 700 images.

 Archiving.

All packages can be tailored to your needs!  Want the Basic DVD Package but with 8 hours instead of 6?

Want a photobooth added to the Premium Album package for guest favors? Just ask and we can work out a package and 

a price that works for you! 

 

 

Packages & Pricing

Basic Package = $2,300 

Premium Package = $3,500 (incl. $200 towards the cost of the album) 

All of the Above Package = $4,900 (incl. $200 towards the cost of the album) 

Extra time can be added to any package for an additional $150/hr. 
Album prices vary depending on the number of pages, the size, the cover 

material, the binding style, the paper quality, etc.  A $200 credit towards 
your album is built into the packages that include albums.

All prices are subject to PA state tax of 6%.  
Additional costs may include travel in one 
direction over an hour, rush orders (orders 

under 3 months), holiday weekends, 
weekdays, album orders in excess of $200 
credit, and adding photography coverage 

time last minute on the wedding day. 


